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In this paper, we present a new algorithm based on
the LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) and the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) used in the classification of
Arabic texts.
Current research usually adopts Vector Space Model to
represent documents in Text Classification applications.
In this way, document is coded as a vector of words;
n-grams. These features cannot indicate semantic or
textual content; it results in huge feature space and
semantic loss. The proposed model in this work adopts
a “topics” sampled by LDA model as text features. It
effectively avoids the above problems. We extracted
significant themes (topics) of all texts, each theme is
described by a particular distribution of descriptors, then
each text is represented on the vectors of these topics.
Experiments are conducted using an in-house corpus of
Arabic texts. Precision, recall and F-measure are used
to quantify categorization effectiveness. The results
show that the proposed LDA-SVM algorithm is able to
achieve high effectiveness for Arabic text classification
task (Macro-averaged F1 88.1% and Micro-averaged F1
91.4%).
Keywords: LDA, Arabic, stemming algorithm, text classification, SVM

1. Introduction
With the development of internet, media storage (containing wide textual corpus) and digital encyclopedias, it is becoming difficult or
impossible to analyze the huge amount of information. Hence, we need to explore new approaches using automatic text analysis. Collecting and organizing various types of information
have created new challenges and new opportunities within the field of computing. When
documents are classified by an automated system, people can find required information and

knowledge more rapidly. Therefore, constructing an effective text classification system is very
necessary. Nowadays, Text Classification (TC)
is widely used in various fields [34].
This paper aims at designing a text representation and an indexing method, reflecting more semantics and constructing effective classification
of algorithms in order to improve Arabic Text
Classification performance. Indeed, the representation model used by most researchers is the
vector space model (VSM), when the document
is represented as a vector of terms (terms are
simple words (vocabulary), n-gram, keywords
or longer sentences). This model has some limitations such as the high vectors dimensionality,
the loss of the order, documents containing similar contexts, but different vocabulary terms are
not classified in the same category.
Recently, there has been a progress in the models of document description; this progress is
based on techniques which embed more and
more semantics. These models are known for
the generative aspect, they can provide a method
to achieve correct syntactic and semantic description of texts. Among these models we
quote the LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation);
the basic idea is that a document is a mixture
probability of (hidden) latent themes (topics).
Then, every topic is characterized by a probability distribution of words which are associated
with it. We thus see that the key element is the
notion of theme i.e. that semantics is prioritized
over the notion of term or word.
In this paper, we have used statistic topic model
(LDA) to index and represent the Arabic texts,
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we extracted significant topics from all texts,
each theme is described by a particular distribution of descriptors (probability distribution
of words) then each text is represented on the
vectors of these topics, so we have reduced the
dimentionality of the descriptor vector and we
have introduced more semantic information in
the text representation using the notion of topic
in coding instead of the terms or words.
The classification does not represent an end in
itself; the classification treatment is a step in a
much more complex cognitive process. That is
why we propose in our research, as part of an
OREILLODULE project [25], a real time synthesis, recognition and translation system of the
Arabic language developed by the UTIC project
(the Monastir’s faculty of Science unit), to establish a framework for indexation and Arabic
text classification: Indeed, the project “oreillodule” has three sub-systems. The subsystem of
translation can sometimes use the classification
to disambiguate semantics on some words.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 summarizes the Arabic text classification and text representation related work. Section 3 describes our Arabic text classification
framework. Experimental results are shown in
Section 4. Section 5 draws some conclusions
and outlines future work.
2. Related Works
Text Classification (TC) may be defined as the
task of assigning a Boolean value to each pair
 di , cj  ∈ D ∗ C
whereD is a domain of
 documents,
C = c1 , c2 , . . . , c|c| is a set of pre-defined
categories.
A value of True assigned to  di , ci  indicates
a decision to file di under cj , while a value
of False indicates a decision not to file under.
More formally, the task is to define the function f (call the classifier) that describes how
documents should be classified.
Most of the TC research is designed and tested
for English languages articles. However, some
TC approaches were carried out for other European languages such as German, Italian and

Spanish [1], and others were carried out for Chinese and Japanese [2, 3]. Compared to English,
Arabic language has an extremely rich morphology and a complex orthography; this is one of
the main reasons [4, 6] behind the lack of research in the field of Arabic TC. Some machine learning approaches have been proposed
to classify documents: SVMs with CHI square
feature extraction method [7], SVM with HMM
feature extraction method for Web News Classification [31], Naı̈ve Bayesian method [8], knearest neighbors (kNN) [9, 30], maximum entropy [10], distance based classifier [11, 12],
decision trees and Associative Classification
[28, 27], Rocchio algorithm [13] and WorldNet
knowledge based [14].
It is quite hard to fairly compare the effectiveness of these approaches because of the following reasons:
(i) Their authors have used different corpora
(because there is no publicly available Arabic TC corpus).
(ii) Even those who have used the same corpus,
it is not obvious whether they have used the
same documents for training/testing their
classifiers or not.
(iii) Authors have used different evaluation measures: accuracy, recall precision and F
measures.
Recently, methods based on Machine Learning have been the most studied in Text Classification. The documents are coded as the socalled Bag of Words (BoW). The prediction
of document category is obtained on the basis of feature selection and statistical learning
algorithms. Studies on the text representation
and classification by using statistical theory and
linguistic knowledge have been expanded and
developed. The following is a brief summary
of the steps necessary to build a classification
system (Figure 1).
Text representation: includes preprocessing
documents in a training set (removes stop words);
selects features and represents documents.
Training classifier: partitions sample space according to text distribution and trains the classifier in each space separately.
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Figure 1. TC process.

Classifying: represents new documents with
feature word; computes the space that each document belongs to and classifies each document
by adopting corresponding classifier.

All verbs and some nouns are morphologically
derived from a list of roots. Words are formed
by following fixed patterns, the prefixes and
suffixes are added to the word to indicate its
number, gender and tense [36].

3. Arabic Language Structure

Most of Arabic words are derived from the pattern Fa’ala ( ), all words following the same
pattern have common properties and states. For
) indicates
example, the pattern Faa’el (
the subject of the verb, the pattern maf’ool
) represents the object of the verb. Ta(
ble 1 shows different derivations for the root
), its pattern, its pronunciaword kataba (
tion and the translation of the word in English
to show the effect of these derivations on the
meaning. The letters that have been added to
the main root of the word are underlined.

Arabic is the mother tongue of more than 300
million people [32]. Unlike Latin-based alphabets, the orientation of writing in Arabic is from
right to left, the Arabic alphabet consists of 28
letters. Arabic language is a highly inflected
language, it has much richer morphology than
English. Arabic words have two genders, feminine and masculine; three numbers, singular,
dual, and plural; and three grammatical cases,
nominative, accusative, and genitive. A noun
has the nominative case when it is the subject;
accusative when it is the object of a verb; and the
genitive when it is the object of a preposition.
Arabic grammarians describe Arabic in terms
of noun, verb, and particle:
— A noun is a name or a word that describes a
person, a thing, or an idea.
— Similar to English verbs, verbs in Arabic are
classified into Perfect, Imperfect, and Imperative.
— Arabic particles include prepositions, adverbs, conjunctions, interrogative particles,
exceptions, and interjections.

Arabic Pattern Pronunciation English
meaning
word
Fa’ala
Kataba
Wrote
( )
Faa’el
Kateb
Writer
(
)
maf’ool
Maktoob
Is written
(
)
Table 1. Different derivations for the root word
.
kataba
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In addition to the different forms of the Arabic word that result from the derivational process, most connectors, conjunctions, prepositions, pronouns, and possession forms are attached to the Arabic surface form as prefixes
and suffixes. For instance, the definitive nouns
are formed by attaching the article ( ) to the immediate front of the nouns (acts as “The”). The
conjunction word ( ) (and) is often attached
) can
to the word. The letters (
be added to the front to the word as prepositions. The suffix ( ) is attached to represent
the feminine gender of the word, ( ) is for
dual masculine in the nominative case, ( ) is
for dual masculine in both the accusative and
the genitive cases, ( ) is for plural masculine in the nominative case. The plural suffix
( ) is used in case of feminine gender for the
three grammatical cases. Also some suffixes
are added as possessive pronouns, the letter ( )
is added to represent the possessive pronoun
(His), ( ) for (Her), ( ) for (My), and ( , )
for (Their). Table 2 shows different affixes that
may be added to the word ( ) (Teacher), the
affixes attached to the word are underlined, also
the table shows the corresponding meaning of
the word in English along with its gender and
number state.

Arabic English
word meaning
Teacher
Teacher
Teachers
Their
teacher

Gender

Number

Masculine Singular
Feminine Singular
Feminine Plural
Masculine Singular

Table 2. Different affixes that may be added
.
to the word

3.1. Text Representation
Modeling text corpora aims at finding short descriptions of the members of a collection that
enable efficient processing on large collections
while preserving the essential statistical relationships that are useful for classification.

3.1.1. Vector Space Model
The representation model best known by most
researchers is the vector space model (VSM)
which is proposed by Salton, Wong and Yang
and is an algebraic model for representing text
documents as vectors of identifiers, such as, for
example, index terms. It is used in Text Classification, Information Filtering and Information
Retrieval etc [15].
In VSM, a document is represented as a vector.
Each dimension corresponds to a separate term.
If a term occurs in the document, its value in the
vector is not null. Several methods to calculate
these values are known, (term) weights w were
developed. Among these weighting methods,
the best known is tf ∗ idf where tf is frequency
of term t in document d and idf is inverse document frequency.
wt,d = tf ∗ idf = tf t ∗ log

|D|
|{t ∈ d}|

(1)

Where: |D|: total number of documents in the
data set
|{t ∈ d}|: number of documents containing the
term t.
The promising definition of term depends on
the application. Terms are words (vocabulary),
n-gram, keywords or longer sentences. If words
are chosen to be the terms, the dimension of the
vector is the number of words in the vocabulary. The similarity between documents can be
calculated by computing the cosine of the angle
between the vectors of the document.
In Text Classification task, the vector space
model has the following limitations:
— In the vector representation we lose the order
in which these terms appear in the document.
— Documents containing similar contexts but
different terms vocabulary are not classified
as the same category.
Statistical topic models have been successfully
applied in many tasks, including Information
Classification, Information Retrieval and Data
Mining, etc[16, 17]. These models can capture the word correlations in the corpus with
a low-dimensional set of multinomial distribution, called “topics”, and find a relatively short
description for the documents. LDA is a widely
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used generative topic model. In LDA, a document is viewed as a distribution over topics,
while a topic is a distribution over words.
3.1.2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation Model
Formally, we define the following terms [17]:
— A word is the basic unit of discrete data,
defined to be an item from a vocabulary indexed by {1, . . . , V}. We represent words
using unit-basis vectors that have a single
component equal to one and all other components equal to zero. Thus, using superscripts
to denote components, the vth word in the
vocabulary is represented by a V-vector w
such that wv = 1 and wu = 0 for u = v.
— A document is a sequence of N words denoted by w = (w1 ; w2 , . . . , wN ), where wn
is the nth word in the sequence.
— A corpus is a collection of M documents
denoted by D = {w1 ; w2 ; . . . ; wM }.
LDA is a generative probabilistic model of a
corpus. The basic idea is that documents are
represented as random mixtures over latent topics, where each topic is characterized by a distribution over words.
LDA assumes the following generative process
for each document w in a corpus D:
1. Choose N ∼ Poisson(ξ ).
2. Choose θ ∼ Dir(α ).
3. For each of the N words wn :
a) Choose a topic Zn ∼ Multinomial(θ ).
b) Choose a word wn from p(wn |zn , β ), a
multinomial probability conditioned on
the topic zn .
Several simplifying assumptions are made in
this basic model, some of which we remove in
subsequent sections. First, the dimensionality
k of the Dirichlet distribution (and thus the dimensionality of the topic variable z) is assumed
known and fixed. Second, the word probabilities are parameterized by a k×V matrix β where
βi,j = p(wj = 1|zi = 1), which for now we treat
as a fixed quantity that is to be estimated. Finally, the Poisson assumption is not critical to
anything that follows and more realistic document length distributions can be used as needed.

Furthermore, note that N is independent of all
the other data generating variables (θ and z). It
is thus an ancillary variable and we will generally ignore its randomness in the subsequent
development.
A k-dimensional Dirichlet random variable θ
can take values in the (k − 1)-simplex (a kvector θ lies in the (k − 1)-simplex if θi ≥ 0,
k
i=1 θi = 1), and has the following probability
density on this simplex:
Γ(
p(θ /α ) =

k

i=1

k

i=1

αi )

Γ(α )

θ1α1 −1 . . . θkαk −1

(2)

Where the parameter α is a k-vector with components αi > 0, and where Γ(x) is the Gamma
function. The Dirichlet is a convenient distribution on the simplex – it is in the exponential
family, has finite dimensional sufficient statistics, and is conjugate to the multinomial distribution.
Given the parameters α and β , the joint distribution of a topic mixture θ , a set of N topics z,
and a set of N words w are given by:
p(θ , z, w/α , β )
N

= p(θ /α )
p(zn /θ )p(wn /zn , β )

(3)

n=1

Where p(zn /θ ) is simply θi for the unique i such
that zin = 1. Integrating over θ and summing
over z, we obtain the marginal distribution of a
document:

p(W/α , β ) = p(θ /α )
N
(4)

p(zn /θ )p(wn /zn , β ) d θ
n=1 2z

Finally, taking the product of the marginal probabilities of single documents, we obtain:
M 

p(θd /α )
p(D/α , β ) =
N
d

n=1 zdn

d=1

p(zdn /θd )p(wdn /zdn , β ) d θd

(5)
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The parameters α and β are corpus level parameters, assumed to be sampled once in the
process of generating a corpus. The variables
θd are document-level variables, sampled once
per document. Finally, the variables zdn and wdn
are word-level variables and are sampled once
for each word in each document.
3.2. Text Classifier (SVM)
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers are
binary classifiers, which were originally proposed by Vapnik [20]; SVM are a set of related
supervised learning methods used for classification. A support vector machine constructs a
hyper plane or set of hyper planes in a high or
infinite dimensional space, which can be used
for classification, regression or other tasks. Intuitively, a good separation is achieved by the
hyper plane that has the largest distance to the
nearest training data points of any class (socalled functional margin), since, in general, the
larger the margin the lower the generalization
error of the classifier [18].
We are given some training data D, a set of n
points of the form as Formula
D = {(xi , ci )/xi ∈ Rp , ci ∈ {−1, 1}}ni=1 (6)
Where, the ci is either 1 or −1, indicating the
class to which the point xi belongs. Each xi is
a p-dimensional real vector. We want to find
the maximum-margin hyper plane that divides
the points having ci = 1 from those having
ci = −1. Maximum-margin hyper plane and
margins for a SVM trained with samples from
two classes. Samples on the margin are called
the support vectors. Any hyper plane can be
written as the set of points x satisfying:
x.w − b = 0

(7)

Figure 2. Principle of SVM classifier.

so we want to minimize ||w||. As we also have
to prevent data points falling into the margin,
we add the following constraint:
ci (xi .w − b) ≥ 1, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n

(8)

We can put this together to get the optimization
problem: Minimize in (w, b), ||w|| subject to
formula 8.
Writing the classification rule in its unconstrained dual form reveals that the maximum
margin hyper plane and therefore the classification task is only a function of the support
vectors, the training data that lie on the margin.
The dual of the SVM boils down to the following optimization problem that is maximizing (in
αj ).
n

Q(a) =
i=1

1
αi −
2

n

αi αj ci cj (xi .xj )

(9)

i,j=1

Where, “x.w” denotes the dot product. The vector w is a normal vector: it is perpendicular to
the hyper plane. The parameter b/||w|| determines the offset of the hyper plane from the
origin along the normal vector w.

It is subject to αi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n and

Note that if the training data are linearly separable, we can select the two hyper planes of
the margin in a way that there are no points
between them and then try to maximize their
distance. By using geometry, we find the distance between these two hyper planes is 2/||w||,

The α terms constitute a dual representation for
the weight vector in terms of the training set:

n

ai ci = 0

(10)

i=1

w=

ai ci xi
i

(11)
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After solving the above problem, the optimized
classification function is as follows:
f (x) = sgn {(w.x) + b}
n

= sgn

a∗i ci (xi .x) + b∗

(12)

i=1

Why do we use Support Vector Machine
Classifiers for TC Tasks?
Empirical results in Text Classification have
shown that SVM classifiers perform well, simply because of the following text properties [19]:
• High dimensional input space: In text documents, we are dealing with a huge number of features. Since SVM classifiers use
overfitting protection, which does not necessarily depend on the number of features,
SVM classifiers have the potential to handle
a large number of features.
• Few irrelevant features: we assume that most
of the features are irrelevant to avoid these
high dimensional input spaces. Feature subset selection methods try to determine these
irrelevant features (in TC tasks, there are
many relevant features).

Normalized Algorithm:
Begin
1. Each article in the Arabic dataset is processed to remove digits and punctuation marks {., :, /, !, §, &, , [,
(, , −, |, −,ˆ, ), ], }, =, +, $, ∗, . . .}.
2. Remove all vowels except “ଉ
˷ ”(

).

3. Duplicate all the letters containing the symbols “ଉ
˷ ”
(
).
4. Convert letters “ ” (hamza), “ ” (aleph mad), “ ”
(aleph with hamza on top), “ ” (hamza on w), “ ”
(alef with hamza at the bottom), and “ ” (hamza on
ya) to “ ” (alef). The reason for this conversion is
the fact that all forms of hamza are represented in
dictionaries as one form and people often misspell
different forms of aleph.
5. Convert the letter “ ” to “ ” and the letter “ ” to
“ ”. The reason behind this normalization is the fact
that there is not a single convention for spelling “ ”
or “ ” and “ ” or “ ” when they appear at the end of
a word.
6. All the non Arabic words were filtered.
7. Arabic function words, such as

• Document vectors are sparse: For each document, the corresponding document vector
contains only a few entries that are not zero.
• Most text classification problems are linearly separable: the idea of SVMs is to find
such linear (or polynomial, RBF, etc...) separators [19].
These arguments give theoretical evidence that
SVMs should perform well for text categorization. SVM is well suited for problems with
dense concepts and sparse instances.
One of the main advantages of SVM classifiers
over other conventional methods is their robustness.
4. Arabic Text Classification Framework
4.1. Arabic Text Representation
4.1.1. Arabic Dataset Preprocessing
Arabic documents are processed according to
the following algorithm:

etc., were removed. The Arabic function words
(stop words) are the words that are not useful in
documentary research system e.g. pronouns and
prepositions.
8. Applied stemming algorithm (described in the next
section) for each article in Arabic data set to obtain a
stemmed text.
End algorithm.

4.1.2. A Generic Hybrid Stemmer Algorithm
Based Learning for Arabic
We have built our stemmer [11] inspired by the
various existing approaches [29] (recognition
of form, stemming algorithm and manual stemming). We tried to integrate them to set up a
successful tool; also we exploited the wealth of
the Arabic language grammar to incorporate the
concept of grammatical classes in the lemmatizer. Here is an example of lemmatized text
(Figure 3).
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and schematic body from a word and keeping
only the trio which belongs to a reference base,
among which is the prefix, the suffix and the
simplistic body belonging to the language.

Figure 3. Example of stemmed text.

• Form recognition
Each word in process undergoes a search in the
reference database to see if it would not be:
— A particular case (name, number, preposition, adverb ...)
— A root or lexicon
— A case already handled by the lemmatizer

The principle for texts written in Arabic is more
or less the same with some changes and enrichments which we introduced at the prefixes and
suffixes; in fact, after consulting an expert we
could rebuild all prefixes and suffixes of Arabic.
We implemented them in Arabic character to allow the recognition compared to untranscribed
texts. The most common structure of Arabic
words is devised into five components (i.e. antefixes, prefix, body schematic, suffix, postfix).
We hypothesize in our algorithm that: the prefix
refers to the combination (prefix + antefixes)
and the suffix refers to the combination (suffix
+ postfix).

These elements are classified in the database
as templates. By comparison, it is possible to
attach a word to a model and extract its decomposition.

Figure 5. Combined structure.

This fusion will minimize the number of possible decompositions without diminishing accuracy. The merging of elements reduces the
number of possibilities generated from a single
word; the more we know that merged elements
can after their detection be decomposed more
easily. The example in Figure 6 illustrates this
set of combinations.

Figure 4. Extraction of a form’s matching root.

• Algorithm stemming
We note that the structure of a language determines the algorithm to use. In the case of
Arabic, we are inspired by Tim Buckwalter algorithm [26] to perform morphological analysis on transcripts of texts in Arabic. Our algorithm is based on the principle of generating the various possibilities of prefixes, suffixes

Figure 6. Set of combinations.
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Stemming algorithm:
The algorithm is based on the following assumptions:
— A word is broken down into: prefix, suffix and body
schematic.
— The prefix varies from 0 to 4 characters.
— The body has a size schematic rated X is greater than
2.
— The suffix varies from 0 to 6 characters.
— The analyzer treats the texts word by word.
Step 1: Generate all possible decompositions.
Step 2: Validate the prefix for every decomposition by
referring to the database.
Step 3: Validate the suffix for the decompositions whose
prefixes are validated, by referring to the
database.
Step 4: Validate the body schematic for the decomposition with the prefix and suffixes validated.
If the body schematic exists in the database it’s
Validated
Else confirm with the user
If a new body schematic is validated by the user,
it is automatically inserted with its decomposition in the table.
Step 5: Provide, where there are several possible decompositions, the user choosing the right one.
Step 6: In the case of non-validation of the user, the user
can manually edit an entry.

• The manual stemming
It is very difficult to automate the stemmer process for the words in Arabic language [25]; the
human intervention remains inevitable whether
it is at the level application software or the level
of the check.
For that purpose, we do not miss to note that
the manual lemmatization is the last resort in
our system. One of the problems posed by the
approaches mentioned above is that their treatment can generate several possible decompositions. At this level there is human intervention
to guide the resolution either by choice or by
calling one of the other approaches integrated
in our system.
The used lemmatization methods (a based
lemmatization models, manual and based algorithm) although different in appearance, they
represent the main points of our system.
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We have implemented interfaces allowing the
communication between them and we have created an organization to optimize their use. The
integration of three approaches is done sequentially, one after another, when one of them jams,
the other takes over. Note that each stage interacts with the knowledge base, whether in consultation or updated.
• The database references
By using the data needs expressed in the system previously detailed, we have established
the structure of the reference database.
The basics: This database is the core of the system that we have achieved in collaboration with
an expert of the Arabic language, it includes:
— A lexicon: it encompasses two entities,
namely word split into prefix, suffix and body
schematic and roots (or body schematic algorithm for the decomposition). Our initial source
in the diet of the lexicon is an XML file containing a dictionary.
— Special cases: We could include this class
in the lexicon, but it is better to separate them
for easier processing. It includes proper nouns,
prepositions, articles ... We determined all these
elements with the help of an expert in Arabic
grammar therefore we were able to synthesize
them.
— The cases dealt with: represent the already
treated words whether by decomposition or by
adding the user. They are stored with their decomposition to be used by the recognition module forms.
— Prefixes and suffixes: are essential to stemming algorithm. We were able, with the help of
an expert, to determine a set of 77 prefixes and
165 suffixes in the Arabic language [11].
4.2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation Model in
Classification
4.2.1. Why Do We Use LDA Model?
A challenging aspect in the document classification problem is the choice of features. Treating
individual words as features yields a rich but
very large feature set [22]. One way to reduce
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this feature set is to use an LDA model for dimensionality reduction.
In particular, LDA reduces any document to a
fixed set of real-valued features — the posterior
Dirichlet parameters γ ∗ (w) associated with the
document. It is of interest to see how much
discriminatory information we lose in reducing
the document description to these parameters.
Another character of LDA is that once the distribution has been established for each document
in the collection, the ones that share one common topic can be placed in the same group. As
each document is a mixture of different topics,
in the classifying process, the same document
can be placed in more than one group.
4.2.2. Construct LDA Model
To construct LDA model for a document d =
(w1 , w2 , . . . , wN ) the following steps are necessary.
Model a k-dimensional random vector θ as a
Dirichlet distribution Dir(α ). This step generates θ as parameter for the probability distribution of latent variable zn as described in Formula
(2).
For n-th term, model n-th latent variable zn as
a multinomial distribution Multi(θ ). zn is kdimensional vector with k-of-1 schema.
p(zn /θ ) =

k


z

θi n,i

(13)

i=1

Model wn as a multinomial distribution Multi(zn,
β ), where β is a k×V parameter matrix. Indeed,
this step is using Zn to choose one row of β as
the parameter for the probability distribution of
Zn . Together with the whole space of Zn , it indeed makes a mixture multinomial distribution
for wn .
p(wn /zn , β ) =

V


k

(

zn,i , βi,j)wn,j

(14)

j=1 i=1

Once given the parameters α and β , the joint
distribution of θ , Zn = {Z1 , Z2 , . . . , ZN } and
d = {w1 , w2 , . . . , wN } is given by formula (2).
The marginal distribution of a document d is
given by:

(15)
p(d/α , β ) = p(θ , z, w/α , β )
θ

For a corpus D including M documents, the data
log-likelihood is given by:
L(D; α , β ) = log p(D/α , β )
log p(d/α , β )

=

(16)

d∈D

The task of model documents is to learn the various distributions (the set of topics, their associated word probabilities, and the topic of each
word and the particular topic mixture of each
document) which are a problem of Bayesian inference. Fundamentally, it is to find optimal
α and β that maximize the data log-likelihood
L(D; α , β ).
The original paper [17] used a variational Bayes
approximation of the posterior distribution; we
describe a simple convexity-based variational
algorithm for inference in LDA. The basic idea
is use of Jensen’s inequality to obtain an adjustable lower bound on the log likelihood. One
considers a family of lower bounds, indexed by
a set of variation parameters. The variation
parameters are chosen by an optimization procedure that attempts to find the tightest possible
lower bound. This family is characterized by
the following variation distribution.
q(θ , z/γ , φ ) = q(θ /γ )

N


q(zn /φn )

(17)

n=1

Where, the Dirichlet parameter γ and the multinomial parameters (φ1 ; . . . ; φN ) are the free
variation parameters.
Having specified a simplified family of probability distributions, the next step is to set up an
optimization problem that determines the values of the variation parameters γ and φ . The
desideratum of finding a tight lower bound on
the log likelihood translates directly into the following optimization problem:
(γ ∗, φ ∗ ) = arg min D(q(θ , z/γ , φ )
(γ ,φ )

//p(θ , z/w, α , β ))

(18)

Thus the optimizing values of the variation parameters are found by minimizing the KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence between the variation
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model parameters α and β . This corredistribution and the true posterior p(θ , z/w, α , β ).
sponds to finding maximum likelihood estiThis minimization can be achieved via an itemates with expected sufficient statistics for
rative fixed-point method. In particular, by
each document under the approximate poscomputing the derivatives of the KL divergence
terior which is computed in the E-step.
and setting them equal to zero, we obtain the
following pair of update equations:
LDA model starts with a set of topics. Each of

these topics has probabilities of generating vark
φni ∝ βiwn exp ψ (γi ) − ψ (
γi ) (19) ious words. Words without special relevance,
j=1
like articles and prepositions, will have roughly
even probability between classes (or can be
N
γi = α i +
φni
(20) placed into a separate category). A document
n=1
is generated by picking a Dirichlet distribution
Where, ψ is the first derivative of the log Γ func- over topics and, given this distribution, picking
tion which is computable via Taylor approxima- the topic of each specific word. Then words are
tions [21].
generated given their topics. The parameters of
It is important to note that the variation distribu- Dirichlet distribution are estimated by variation
tion is actually a conditional distribution, vary- EM algorithm.

ing as a function of w. This occurs because the
optimization problem in Formula (10) is conducted for fixed w, and thus yields optimizing
parameters (γ ∗ , φ ∗) that are a function of w. We
can write the resulting variation distribution as
q(θ ; z/γ ∗(w), φ ∗ (w)), where we have made the
dependence on w explicit. Thus the variation
distribution can be viewed as an approximation
to the posterior distribution p(θ , z/w, α , β ).
In the language of text, the optimizing parameters (γ ∗(w), φ ∗ (w)) are document-specific. In
particular, we view the Dirichlet parameters
(γ ∗ (w) as providing a representation of a document in the topic simplex).
As described above, variation inference provides us with a tractable lower bound on the
log likelihood, a bound which we can maximize with respect to α and β . We can thus
find approximate empirical Bayes estimates for
the LDA model via an alternating variation EM
procedure that maximizes a lower bound with
respect to the variation parameters γ and φ , and
then, for fixed values of the variational parameters, maximizes the lower bound with respect
to the model parameters α and β .
The derivation yields the following iterative algorithm:
— (E-step) For each document, find the optimizing values of the variation parameters
{γd∗ , φd∗ : d ∈ D}. This is done as described
in the previous section.

— (M-step) Maximize the resulting lower bound
on the log likelihood with respect to the

4.3. Text Classification Algorithm Based on
Latent Dirichlet Allocation
The LDA model is used to classify document
in a discriminative framework. For each document d, we are using LDA to learn γd for that
document treat γ as the features, and we use
SVM classifier to attach class label. Normally
the number of topics is rather smaller than the
number of terms, thus LDA can effectively reduce the feature dimension. The whole process
is described in this algorithm:
Algorithm LDA-SVM:
Let D be a corpus, supposed that it has been split into
training set and testing set.
Input: Training set and testing set
Output: Class of documents in testing set
1.

Preprocess documents in training

2.

Learn parameters of LDA and get θ (matrix of “document*topic”) and φ (matrix of
“topic*word”) in the case of appointing the
value of “K”.

3.

Preprocess documents in testing set

4.

Model documents in testing set according to
the parameter got from step 2, that is, transform documents in testing set into the form of
matrix “document*topic”.

5.

Perform classification on corpus using SVM
classifier, that is, input the matrix “document*topic” of training set and testing set into
SVM classifier.

6.

Evaluate classification results by using various metrics.
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5. Experimental Validation and Discussions
5.1. Arabic Data Collection
To test the effectiveness of our Arabic classification system and to evaluate the effectiveness
of the proposed LDA-SVM algorithm, we have
used an in house corpus collected from online
Arabic magazines and newspapers, including
al-Jazeera, al-Nahar, al-Ahram and other specialized websites. The corpus contains 1500
documents that vary in length and writing styles
[33].
These documents fall into nine classification
categories that vary in the number of documents.
In this Arabic dataset, each document was saved
in a separate file within the directory for the corresponding category, i.e., the documents in this
dataset are single-labeled. Table 3 shows the
number of documents in each category.

Category
Society
Economics
International
Arts
Culture
Medicine
Politics
Religion
Sports
Dataset
total number

Training Testing Total
Texts
Texts Number
54
147
51
77
75
155
123
152
155

31
73
27
38
32
77
61
85
87

85
220
78
115
107
232
184
237
242

989

511

1500

Table 3. TC Arabic dataset.

Figure 7 gives the distribution of document
amount in each class in our corpus. The largest
class includes nearly 250 documents while the
smallest class includes only 85 documents.
We adopt the open source of LDA [23] to model
our corpus and we set topic number as K = 50
in LDA model.
TC effectiveness [24] is measured in terms of
Precision, Recall, and the F1 measure. Denote

Figure 7. Document distrubution of data set.

the precision, recall and F1 measures for a class
Ci by Pi , Ri and Fi , respectively. We have:

Fi =

Pi =

TPi
TPi + FPi

(21)

Ri =

TPi
TPi + FNi

(22)

2Pi Ri
2TP
=
Ri + Pi
FPi + FNi + 2TPi

(23)

Where: TPi : (true-positive): number of documents correctly assigned.
FPi : (false positives): number of documents falsely accepted.
FNi : (false-negative): number of documents falsely rejected.
To evaluate the classification performance for
each category, precision, recall, and the F1
measure are used. To evaluate the average
performance over many categories, the macroaveraging F1(F1M ), micro-averaging F1 (F1u ), are
used and defined as follows:
|C|
|C|
2
M
i=1 Ri
i=1 Pi
F1 = · |C|
(24)

|C|
N
R
+
P
i=1 i
i=1 i
F1u

|C|
2 i=1 TPi
= |C|
|C|
|C|
i=1 FPi +
i=1 FNi +
i=1 TPi
(25)

Table 4 shows the results of the LDA-SVM classifier. Results are shown in terms of Precision, Recall and the F-measure. The Macroaveraging F1 score is 0.881 and the Microaveraging F1 score is 0.914.
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Category
Society
Economics
International
Arts
Culture
Medicine
Politics
Religion
Sports

Precision Recall F1 -Measure
0.785
0.93
0.857
0.969
0.928
0.95
0.90
0.961
0.991

0.68
0.714
0.857
0.969
0.812
0.987
0.762
0.986
0.857

0.728
0.807
0.857
0.969
0.866
0.968
0.825
0.973
0.919

Classifier
Type
LDA-SVM
SVM
Naı̈ve Bayes
kNN

Macro
Micro
-averaging -averaging
F1 measure F1 measure
0.881
0.834
0.82
0.756

0.914
0.874
0.845
0.727

Table 5. Different classifiers performance in Arabic TC
tasks.

Macro-averaging F1 measure = 0.881
Micro-averaging F1 measure = 0.914
Table 4. LDA-SVM results.

Figure 9. Precision values on each class.

Figure 8. Histogram of Precision/Recall/F-measure for
each class.

5.2. Comparison
For comparison purposes, we have used the
same pre-processing steps to implement the
Naı̈ve Bayes and k Nearest Neighbour (kNN)
classifiers. As shown in table 5, it is obvious
that the LDA-SVM classifier outperforms the
SVM (without LDA), Naı̈ve Bayes and kNN
classifiers.
Figure 9 and Figure 10 show separately the precision and recall metric on each class. We could
observe that the tendency of precision is the
same for small classes (International, Society,
Culture, Art) for LDA-SVM, Naı̈ve Bayes and
KNN. But for big classes (Economics, Medcine, Religion, Sport), the value of precision on
LDA-SVM is higher than those of Naı̈ve-Bayes
and KNN.

Figure 10. Recall values on each class.

Figure 11. F1 value on each class.
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On the contrary, the value of recall on LDASVM is higher for small classes, but for big
classes LDA-SVM is near to Naı̈ve Bayes and
KNN [35].

project, developing a new smoother LDA-SVM
algorithm.

Figure 11 shows the F1 performance on each
class; we could find that F1 values of LDASVM algorithm are always higher than those of
Naı̈ve Bayes and KNN.
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